
Super Combo

Model: 4400N

Automatic Washer  +  Sensor Dryer
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Your appliance is protected by this warranty under
normal, personal, family or household use (1Year),

and limited commercial use (90 days), in USA and Canada.

WARRANTY

Consolidated Brands undertakes to the consumer-owner to repair or, at our option, to 
replace any part of this product which proves to be defective in workmanship or material 
under normal personal, family or household use, in the USA and Canada, for a period of one 
year from the date of original purchase. For commercial use, the product is warranted for a 
period of 90 days. During this period, we will provide all labor and parts necessary to correct 
such defect, free of charge, if the appliance has been installed and operated in accordance 
with the  written instruction with the appliance. Ready access to the appliance, for service, is 
the responsibility of the consumer-owner.  We may require return of products or parts to our 
warranty department for which the shipping charges are to be incurred by the consumer. If a 
return or replacement is required, allow 3-4 weeks to process. All repairs or replacements 
are warranted only for the remainder of the original warranty period. Charges may incur if 
warranty coverage is not applicable. Service would be provided from Monday to Friday 
between normal business hours.

WARRANTY INFORMATION

For Service Contact:
Phone or Text: 1-800-776-3538
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Installation
1. Non-removal of shipping rods, causing vibration / internal damage.
2. Non-adjustment of feet to level machine, causing vibration / internal damage.
3. Non-removal of exhaust vent plate at the back while using Venting Dry mode, causing excess 
    heat and resulting in damage to internal components. 
4. Using incorrect length of venting i.e more than 10 feet unless used with a booster fan
5. Not conforming to minimum space requirements for Built-in installation, causing excess heat 
    and resulting in damage to internal components.
6. Installation in a corrosive environment
7. Incorrect water pressure i.e below 7.25 psi or above 145 psi
8. Incorrect water inlet hose installation (use only factory supplied hoses with metric threads on 
    the L shaped side to fit water valves)

Maintenance
1. Non-cleaning of coin trap for debris, causing the unit to not drain out water and resulting in 
    drain pump malfunction.
2. Non-cleaning of vent fan & exhaust hose for lint, causing the unit to not dry properly.
3. Improper maintenance (such as but not limited to scale build-up, freeze damage, or vent 
    blockage)

Damage
1. Breakage of cosmetic parts eg. Door handle, knob.

Other
1. Accident, abuse or misuse
2. Using of solvents to clean the machine or wash clothes causing damage.
3. Misapplication of this product e.g. Use in a non household/commercial 
    environment. 
4. Any other cause not due to defects in materials or workmanship
5. Problems or damage due to fires, flooding, electrical surges, freezing or any 
    acts of God
6. Any damage cause by poor water quality
7. Operating the appliance with anything other than potable water at all times
8. Force majeure

THE FOLLOWING WORK ARE NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY:

In no event shall Consolidated Brands be liable for incidental or consequential damages or for 
damages resulting from external causes such as abuse, operation misuse, neglect, alterations, 
normal wear and tear, incorrect voltage or acts of God. This warranty does not cover service calls 
which involve defective workmanship, damage due to other products while combined use with this 
product or materials covered by this warranty. Accordingly, diagnosis and repair costs for a service 
call which involves defective workmanship or materials will be the responsibility of the consumer-
owner. 

EXCLUSIONS

Most work is covered. The defining factor is has the machine malfunctioned (Consolidated Brands
is responsible) or has the customer omitted or done something to cause or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
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7.25-145 (psi) / 0.05-1(Mpa)

/ 6 kg

161 lbs / 73 kg
33.5x23.6x22 (in) / 85x60x55.8 (cms)

Note: All rights reserved.
Designs, Specifications and Manual subject to change without notice
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Lint Free Maintenance

Portability Kit (Accessory Part# 1070 sold separately) where needed.
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To reduce the risk of fire due to contaminated loads, the final part of a tumble dryer cycle occurs 
without heat (cool down period). Avoid stopping a tumble dryer before the end of the drying cycle 
unless all items are quickly removed and spread out so that the heat is dissipated.

16.
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The unit must be installed on a strong leveled surface in a protected, dry and well-ventilated area, 
with a power and water supply of sufficient capacity and a sufficient outlet in close proximity.
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Blanking Caps Vent Adapter

Factory supplied accessories
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Use Venting dry mode only after removal
of rear vent plate covering exhaust fan
as it is a fire hazard.

Disposing of the packing
The shipping package has protected your
new washing machine on its way to your home.
All packaging materials are non-poliituing and
recyclable. Please contribute to a better 
environment by disposing of packing material
in an environmentally conscious manner.

Handling
Please handle the machine carefully and use
appropriate means while lifting and moving the
machine so that it does not get damaged. Do not
drag the machine to your floor and, or, to the 
machine. Do not hold on to protruding parts when
lifting

Keep children away from the shipping cartoon
and packing components. Danger suffocation
from plastic foil and folding cartons.

Disposing of your old appliance
Old Appliances are not worthless trash! Valuable
raw material can be recycled from old appliances.
To prevent children from locking themselves in the 
appliances, disable the door locking or remove
the door.

Factory - supplied Equipment
Inside the drum there is a packet of accessory
parts supplied with your washer. Check that all
the accessory parts supplied for your model
are there. If any parts are missing contact your
dealer.

Any residual moisture inside the drum is due to
the final testing which every washing machine
undergoes before leaving the factory.

Appliance stability is very important otherwise
washing machine could “wander” during the
spin cycles.

Do not install the washing machine outdoor
or in an area exposed to freezing condition.
frozen hoses can tear / burst.

The installation area must be solid and even.
Soft floor surfaces such as carpets or surfaces
with foam backing are not suitable.

Removing the shipping rods

If the washing machine is located in a room 
which will be exposed to temperatures below 
freezing point, or if it is located in a cabin that is 
being shutdown for the winter, any residual water 
in the pump or water inlet hoses must be drained.

The shipping rods must be removed before
using the appliance for the first time and must
be retained for any future transport.
(e.g when moving)

Installation area

California Proposition 65
WARNING: This product contains 
chemicals known to the State of California 
to cause cancer and birth defects or other 
reproductive harm.
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Fig. 2

The power cord can 
be accessed by removing the shipping rods (Fig. 2 & 3). 

Fig. 1 Fig. 3

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

with the caps provided (Fig. 4). The screws also need to be reinstalled (Fig. 4).

(Fig. 5).
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Height difference between the installation location of
the washing machine and the drainage point:
Minimum 24", and Maximum 40". 

Attach water drain hose to U-Connector.

Hook the U-Connector over the side or stand pipe (Fig 7.)

When the water is being drained, check that the water flow
out of the hose is adequate.
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VENTING DRY

CONDENSING DRY

To use dryer in Condensing Mode:

1. Ensure metal vent cap (1) is installed on exhaust fan.
2. Press "Dry Only" button to set the machine on drying cycle.
3. Hold venting/condensing button for 5 seconds
4.        symbol will appear on the screen which confirms that 
the machine is in condensing mode.
5. Press start to run dryer in condensing mode

Condensing dry uses cold water to dry the clothes. The cold
water mixes with the hot air in a condensing chamber within the machine. 
Please ensure the cold water faucet is open during condensing dry mode.

To use dryer in Venting mode:
1. Ensure metal vent cap on exhaust fan located at the back is removed .
2. Press "Dry Only" button to set the machine on drying cycle.
3. Hold venting/condensing button for 5 seconds
4.      symbol will appear on the screen which confirms that the machine is in venting mode.
5. Press start to run dryer in venting mode

Note: Slight condensation can occur at soap dispenser and will evaporate.
This is a normal feature.
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BUILT-IN, RECESSED, CLOSET AND ALCOVE INSTALLATION

n a built-in, recessed area, closet or alcove.
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2. DRY CYCLES

- 1  minute cycle blowing  air onto the clothes.Refresh 2 hot

Time Dry 60 - 60 minutes dry cycle.

3. OTHER CYCLES:

Rinse/Spin - Rinse + spin cycle.

Drain only - Drain water from the machine.

Self clean - 9 minutes cycle to clean the inner drum and tub of the machine

Winterize - 2 minute cycle to winterize your appliance. (follow procedure on page 19)

1. WASH & DRY, WASH ONLY, DRY ONLY

120

120

100

80

Wash features
Water temp/Spin rpm/
Duration

Hot / 1200 / 1.23 hours

Hot / 1200 / 1.08 hours

Warm / 1200 / 55 minutes

Cold / 1200 / 20 minutes

Warm / 500 / 40 minutes

Cold / 500 / 40 minutes

Cold / 500 / 40 minutes

Cold / 500 / 35 minutes
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For small items such as socks, children’s garments and small towels please use
a Washing Net Bag. 

Add detergent in Dispenser C, only for Pre-Wash cycle.
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Vented

Ventless

Vented
Ventless
selection
button
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A

How to Run a Wash Cycle and Dry Cycle

How to Run a Wash Cycle only

How to Run a Dry Cycle only

B

A

B

A

B
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Understanding the door lock function

How to stop the wash cycle

How to stop the  cycledry

- The wash program can be stopped at any time.
- Press pause for 5 seconds
- Turn knob to OFF position
- To drain water turn knob to DRAIN ONLY on left side.

- Turn knob to OFF position
- The door can be opened at any time during the dry cycle after the first 2 minutes.

Breakage of the door handle is not

How to turn on the display in energy saving mode?
- Press any button or turn the knob
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Vent Dry Mode periodically atleast once

a year to prevent lint build-up.

Pour 2 cups of RV type Antifreeze in soap dispenser.

on knob

Shut off water at both faucets and disconnect water inlet hoses from faucets and drain

- Switch off the Washer

- Open the service flap. (bottom right corner)(Fig.11)

- Carefully unscrew the coin-trap cover. Warning: Some residual water will flow out. (Approx. 1 Cup)[Fig.12]

- Remove foreign objects/fluff from inside and clean the interior. (Fig.13)

- The pump impeller wheel located behind the water filter, must be able to rotate.

  Remove detergent  residue and fluff from the pump cover thread and pump housing.

- Insert the coin-trap cover and screw tight.

- Insert and close the service flap.

- Press release lever on the inside of the drawer and pull it out. (Fig. 14)

- Remove the cap from the Fabric Softener compartment.

- Wash all of the parts under running water.

- Clean the drawer recess with a small brush. (Fig.15, Fig.16)

- Reinsert the cap (Pushing it firmly into place).

- Push the drawer back into place.

- Run a rinse program without any laundry in the drum.
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enough

Is the dryer knob in the correct position for the drying cycle ?
Is drying cycle selected (Time Dry/Sensor Dry) ?
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Condensation at soap dispenser
Slight condensation can occur at soap dispenser and will evaporate.
This is normal
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